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RE: D-B Firewall policyFrom: Nancy Beshaler [nancy.beshaler@I405.wsdot.wa.gov]
Sent: Tuesday, February 20, 2007 4:17 PM
To: Valerie Ikehara
Cc: Dilley, Doyle; Langrock, Gary M.; Nduta Mbuthia
Subject: RE: D-B Firewall policy

Attachments: I-405 -_COI_Resp_ltr_rev5.doc; RE: Y-9431AB, CH2MHill Traffic 
Analysis; RE: Y-9431AB, CH2MHill Traffic Analysis

Valerie – the discussion with CH about this task not precluding them from 
participating on a DB team was based on the type of work CH was performing.  We 
took the position that the traffic work CH was doing was very specific and did 
not provide an unfair advantage.  The question came up later, by another DB 
team, about the situation of CH being co-located on the floor here.  This was a 
separate issue that had not previously been considered completely.  In order to 
avoid the perception of an unfair advantage situation HQ Executives made the 
decision to not have any members of firms on DB teams co-located on the 4th 
floor.  The work and the co-location are 2 separate issues that were discussed 
separately, co-location being discussed after the TO was executed.  Hope this 
helps with context.
Nancy Beshaler
I-405 Business Manager
Direct Line: 425.456.8581 | Cell:  425.301.6493 | beshaln@wsdot.wa.gov
<<I-405 -_COI_Resp_ltr_rev5.doc>> <<RE: Y-9431AB, CH2MHill Traffic Analysis>> 
<<RE: Y-9431AB, CH2MHill Traffic Analysis>> 
    -----Original Message-----
    From: Valerie Ikehara
    Sent: Friday, February 16, 2007 9:07 AM
    To: Nancy Beshaler
    Cc: 'Doyle Dilley'; 'Gary Langrock (LangroG@wsdot.wa.gov)'; Nduta Mbuthia
    Subject: D-B Firewall policy
     << File: I-405 -_COI_Resp_ltr_rev5.doc >>  << Message: RE: Y-9431AB, 
    CH2MHill Traffic Analysis >>  << Message: RE: Y-9431AB, CH2MHill Traffic 
    Analysis >> 
    Nancy,
    I came across this letter from CH2M Hill on the T drive that supported their 
    position that they had "no conflict of interest" regarding their proposal on 
    the Bellevue contract.  They cite a portion of contract language from a task 
    order which implies that the State waived any conflict of interest from the 
    task order.  I don't think this is true and thought you should be aware of 
    it.
    Thank you,
    Valerie Ikehara
    I-405 Consultant Contracts & Payment Manager
    600 108th Ave NE, Suite 405
    Bellevue, WA 98004
    425 456-8586
This e-mail and any files transmitted with it are confidential and are intended 
solely for the use of the individual or entity to whom they are addressed. If 
you are NOT the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering the 
e-mail to the intended recipient, be advised that you have received this e-mail 
in error and that any use, dissemination, forwarding, printing or copying this 
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